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情報セキュリティと分散型 AI の融合: 
データのプライバシーとユーティリティの保護
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世界の連合学習の市場（2032まで予測）

https://market.us/report/federated-learning-market/

約21x109円

https://market.us/report/federated-learning-market/


プライバシー保護連合学習技術 DeepProtect (2018)

⚫IEEE Trans. Inf. Forensics 
Secur.  (2018)に掲載

⚫Google Scholarによる引用数
1300以上

⚫2023 IEEE SPS Best Paper Award
受賞

Le Trieu Phong, Yoshinori Aono, Takuya Hayashi, Lihua Wang, Shiho Moriai:
Privacy-Preserving Deep Learning via Additively Homomorphic Encryption. IEEE Trans. Inf. Forensics Secur. (2018)
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DeepProtect (2018)以降の研究

Le Trieu Phong: Secure deep learning for distributed data against malicious central server. PLoS ONE 17(8), 2022

認証付き暗号に
より、暗号文を
変える攻撃者を
対応!
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DeepProtect (2018)以降の研究

Le Trieu Phong: Secure deep learning for distributed data against malicious central server. PLoS ONE 17(8), 2022

一部のパラメー
タは、別のデー

タセットの学習
結果でもOK!
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認証付き暗号に
より、暗号文を
変える攻撃者を
対応!
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オープンデータを用いた実験

•医療データ
1.MRI
2.X-Ray画像

• クレジットカードのデータ

CheXNet: Radiologist-Level Pneumonia Detection on Chest X-Rays
with Deep Learning
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Abstract

We develop an algorithm that can detect
pneumonia from chest X-rays at a level ex-
ceeding practicing radiologists. Our algo-
rithm, CheXNet, is a 121-layer convolutional
neural network trained on ChestX-ray14, cur-
rently the largest publicly available chest X-
ray dataset, containing over 100,000 frontal-
view X-ray images with 14 diseases. Four
practicing academic radiologists annotate a
test set, on which we compare the perfor-
mance of CheXNet to that of radiologists.
We find that CheXNet exceeds average ra-
diologist performance on the F1 metric. We
extend CheXNet to detect all 14 diseases in
ChestX-ray14 and achieve state of the art re-
sults on all 14 diseases.

1. Introduction

More than 1 million adults are hospitalized with pneu-
monia and around 50,000 die from the disease every
year in the US alone (CDC, 2017). Chest X-rays
are currently the best available method for diagnosing
pneumonia (WHO, 2001), playing a crucial role in clin-
ical care (Franquet, 2001) and epidemiological studies
(Cherian et al., 2005). However, detecting pneumo-
nia in chest X-rays is a challenging task that relies on
the availability of expert radiologists. In this work, we
present a model that can automatically detect pneu-
monia from chest X-rays at a level exceeding practicing
radiologists.

*
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1
Stanford University Depart-

ment of Computer Science
2
Stanford University De-

partment of Medicine
3
Stanford University Depart-
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Project website at https://stanfordmlgroup.
github.io/projects/chexnet

Output
Pneumonia Positive (85%)

Input
Chest X-Ray Image

CheXNet
121-layer CNN

Figure 1. CheXNet is a 121-layer convolutional neural net-

work that takes a chest X-ray image as input, and outputs

the probability of a pathology. On this example, CheXnet

correctly detects pneumonia and also localizes areas in the

image most indicative of the pathology.

Our model, ChexNet (shown in Figure 1), is a 121-
layer convolutional neural network that inputs a chest
X-ray image and outputs the probability of pneumonia
along with a heatmap localizing the areas of the im-
age most indicative of pneumonia. We train CheXNet
on the recently released ChestX-ray14 dataset (Wang
et al., 2017), which contains 112,120 frontal-view chest
X-ray images individually labeled with up to 14 di↵er-
ent thoracic diseases, including pneumonia. We use
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MRI: http://www.riteh.uniri.hr/~istajduh/projects/kneeMRI/
X-Ray: https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/chexnet/
Credit Card: https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud

http://www.riteh.uniri.hr/~istajduh/projects/kneeMRI/
https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/chexnet/
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud
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MRIデータ

MRI1: 
• スタンフォード⼤学医療センターで取得。
• 1,370 件の膝MRI 検査。
• ラベルは臨床レポートから⼿動で抽出。

MRI2: 
• クロアチアの病院センターで取得。
• 917件の膝MRI 検査。

⽬的：膝の前⼗字靭帯断裂 (ACL tears)を推測
MRI: http://www.riteh.uniri.hr/~istajduh/projects/kneeMRI/

http://www.riteh.uniri.hr/~istajduh/projects/kneeMRI/
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MRNet：我々のシステムの部品

Le Trieu Phong, PLoS ONE 17(8), 2022

https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/mrnet/

AlexNet

MRNet

MRI1を
持つ組織

MRI2を
持つ組織

https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/mrnet/
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MRNet：我々のシステムの部品

Le Trieu Phong, PLoS ONE 17(8), 2022

https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/mrnet/

AlexNet

MRNet

MRI1を
持つ組織

MRI2を
持つ組織

学習結果を良くするために
ImageNetデータセットで学習されたパラメータで初期化

https://www.image-net.org/

https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/mrnet/
https://www.image-net.org/
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我々のシステムを用い、MRIに関わる実験結果

Authenticated encryption of model weights. We use encrypt-then-mac method which is
proved to be authenticated encryption [63], whose running time is less than 3 seconds when
applied on a model weight of size 234 MB. The ciphertext is also of 234 MB when saved to
disk, and needs less than 3 seconds to be transmitted to the central parameter server. It is
worth noting that the running times of encrypt-then-mac (3 seconds) and encrypted weight
transmission (3 seconds) are relatively small when compared with the time for training (feed-
forward and backpropagation on GPU), which are approximately 13 seconds for one epoch on
the Croatia training dataset, and 39 seconds for one epoch on the Stanford training dataset.

Loss function for training. Trainers 1 and 2 use the same loss function of binary cross
entropy with weights depending on the number of labels in the (joint) training set. More pre-
cisely, for a single data item (X, y) in the training set, the loss function is defined as

LÖX; yÜ à �wÖ1Ü � y � log PrâY à 1jXä
�wÖ0Ü � Ö1� yÜ � log PrâY à 0jXä

in which

wÖ1Ü à
139á 208

552á 1130
⇡ 0:2063

wÖ0Ü à 1� wÖ1Ü ⇡ 0:7937

because 139 (out of 552) and 208 (out of 1130) are the numbers of 1 in the Croatia and Stan-
ford datasets respectively.

Training details. Trainer 1 and 2 follow the training procedure in [14] to optimize the
above loss function for 20 central epochs. Each trainer executes at most two local epochs on its
data before encrypting and sending the trained weight. For example the order of training can
be: (1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1,
2) in which (1, 1) or (2, 2) means the trainer performs the training for 2 subsequent local
epochs; and does only 1 local epoch in the case of (1, 2) or (2, 1).

The Adam optimizer is used with an initial learning rate of 10−5, weight decay of 10−2 at
each trainer, as in [14]. The learning rate is reduced on a plateau after 5 central epochs with a
factor of 0.3. The trainers save and test every checkpoint of the model on the test dataset of
Croatia. If the validation dataset of Croatia can be shared among the trainers, they can only
save the checkpoint with the smallest validation loss to save disk space, if necessary. The AUC
scores on the Croatia test set are given in Table 3. The scores demonstrate that our system out-
performs previous results, which confirms the merits of greater quantities of data when using a
deep learning approach. Additional experiments have also been done with Adam variants
(AMSGrad [68], AdamX [69]), yielding similar AUC scores approximately 0.924 and all are
superior to the previous best AUC score of 0.911 on the Croatia test set. The entire training
time of our proposed system is less than 20 minutes, and the communication (including
upload and download) of the encrypted weight from each distributed trainer with the server is
approximately 234 ÖMBÜ ⇥ 20⇥ 2 à 9:36 ÖGBÜ.

Table 3. Area-under-the-curve (AUC) scores of learning methods on MRI datasets.

Paper Method AUC score

Stajduhar et al. [15] Support Vector Machine 0.894

Bien et al. [14] Neural Network 0.824

Bien et al. [14] Neural Network 0.911

This work (our system) Neural Network 0.924

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0272423.t003

PLOS ONE Secure deep learning for distributed data against malicious central server

PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0272423 August 1, 2022 9 / 15

我々のシステム （Train on MRI1 + MRI2） 

MRI2 の
テスト
セットで
予測

Le Trieu Phong: Secure deep learning for distributed data against malicious central server. PLoS ONE 17(8), 2022
Le Trieu Phong, Tran Thi Phuong, Lihua Wang, Seiichi Ozawa: Frameworks for Privacy-Preserving Federated Learning. IEICE Trans. Inf. 
Syst. 107(1): 2-12(2024)
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学習の詳細 (MRIデータ)

Model (MRNet) 6,100万個のパラメータ
(ハードディスクに234MB)

CBC-encrypt-then-mac 3 秒
Training on GPU (one epoch) 13 秒
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X-Rayデータ： NIH ChestX-ray14データセット

https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-clinical-center-provides-one-largest-publicly-available-chest-x-ray-datasets-scientific-community

ChestX-ray14 データセット
• 14 の異なる胸部疾患に個別にラベル付けされる。 
• 112,120 枚の正面胸部 X 線画像がある。

https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-clinical-center-provides-one-largest-publicly-available-chest-x-ray-datasets-scientific-community
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既存結果
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Abstract

We develop an algorithm that can detect
pneumonia from chest X-rays at a level ex-
ceeding practicing radiologists. Our algo-
rithm, CheXNet, is a 121-layer convolutional
neural network trained on ChestX-ray14, cur-
rently the largest publicly available chest X-
ray dataset, containing over 100,000 frontal-
view X-ray images with 14 diseases. Four
practicing academic radiologists annotate a
test set, on which we compare the perfor-
mance of CheXNet to that of radiologists.
We find that CheXNet exceeds average ra-
diologist performance on the F1 metric. We
extend CheXNet to detect all 14 diseases in
ChestX-ray14 and achieve state of the art re-
sults on all 14 diseases.

1. Introduction

More than 1 million adults are hospitalized with pneu-
monia and around 50,000 die from the disease every
year in the US alone (CDC, 2017). Chest X-rays
are currently the best available method for diagnosing
pneumonia (WHO, 2001), playing a crucial role in clin-
ical care (Franquet, 2001) and epidemiological studies
(Cherian et al., 2005). However, detecting pneumo-
nia in chest X-rays is a challenging task that relies on
the availability of expert radiologists. In this work, we
present a model that can automatically detect pneu-
monia from chest X-rays at a level exceeding practicing
radiologists.
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Figure 1. CheXNet is a 121-layer convolutional neural net-

work that takes a chest X-ray image as input, and outputs

the probability of a pathology. On this example, CheXnet

correctly detects pneumonia and also localizes areas in the

image most indicative of the pathology.

Our model, ChexNet (shown in Figure 1), is a 121-
layer convolutional neural network that inputs a chest
X-ray image and outputs the probability of pneumonia
along with a heatmap localizing the areas of the im-
age most indicative of pneumonia. We train CheXNet
on the recently released ChestX-ray14 dataset (Wang
et al., 2017), which contains 112,120 frontal-view chest
X-ray images individually labeled with up to 14 di↵er-
ent thoracic diseases, including pneumonia. We use
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Pathology Wang et al. (2017) Yao et al. (2017) CheXNet (ours)

Atelectasis 0.716 0.772 0.8094

Cardiomegaly 0.807 0.904 0.9248

E↵usion 0.784 0.859 0.8638

Infiltration 0.609 0.695 0.7345

Mass 0.706 0.792 0.8676

Nodule 0.671 0.717 0.7802

Pneumonia 0.633 0.713 0.7680

Pneumothorax 0.806 0.841 0.8887

Consolidation 0.708 0.788 0.7901

Edema 0.835 0.882 0.8878

Emphysema 0.815 0.829 0.9371

Fibrosis 0.769 0.767 0.8047

Pleural Thickening 0.708 0.765 0.8062

Hernia 0.767 0.914 0.9164

Table 2. CheXNet outperforms the best published results on all 14 pathologies in the ChestX-ray14 dataset. In detecting

Mass, Nodule, Pneumonia, and Emphysema, CheXNet has a margin of >0.05 AUROC over previous state of the art

results.

3.2. Test

We collected a test set of 420 frontal chest X-rays. An-
notations were obtained independently from four prac-
ticing radiologists at Stanford University, who were
asked to label all 14 pathologies in Wang et al. (2017).
The radiologists had 4, 7, 25, and 28 years of experi-
ence, and one of the radiologists is a sub-specialty fel-
lowship trained thoracic radiologist. Radiologists did
not have access to any patient information or knowl-
edge of disease prevalence in the data. Labels were
entered into a standardized data entry program.

4. CheXNet vs. Radiologist
Performance

4.1. Comparison

We assess the performance of both radiologists and
CheXNet on the test set for the pneumonia detection
task. Recall that for each of the images in the test set,
we have 4 labels from four practicing radiologists and
1 label from CheXNet. We compute the F1 score for
each individual radiologist and for CheXNet against
each of the other 4 labels as ground truth. We report
the mean of the 4 resulting F1 scores for each radi-
ologist and for CheXNet, along with the average F1
across the radiologists. We use the bootstrap to con-
struct 95% bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs), cal-
culating the average F1 score for both the radiologists
and CheXNet on 10,000 bootstrap samples, sampled
with replacement from the test set. We take the 2.5th
and 97.5th percentiles of the F1 scores as the 95%

bootstrap CI. We find that CheXNet achieves an F1
score of 0.435 (95% CI 0.387, 0.481), higher than the
radiologist average of 0.387 (95% CI 0.330, 0.442). Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the performance of each radiologist
and of CheXNet.

To determine whether CheXNet’s performance is sta-
tistically significantly higher than radiologist perfor-
mance, we also calculate the di↵erence between the
average F1 score of CheXNet and the average F1 score
of the radiologists on the same bootstrap samples. If
the 95% CI on the di↵erence does not include zero,
we conclude there was a significant di↵erence between
the F1 score of CheXNet and the F1 score of the ra-
diologists. We find that the di↵erence in F1 scores —
0.051 (95% CI 0.005, 0.084) — does not contain 0, and
therefore conclude that the performance of CheXNet
is statistically significantly higher than radiologist per-
formance.

4.2. Limitations

We identify three limitations of this comparison. First,
only frontal radiographs were presented to the radi-
ologists and model during diagnosis, but it has been
shown that up to 15% of accurate diagnoses require
the lateral view (Raoof et al., 2012); we thus expect
that this setup provides a conservative estimate of per-
formance. Third, neither the model nor the radiolo-
gists were not permitted to use patient history, which
has been shown to decrease radiologist diagnostic per-
formance in interpreting chest radiographs (Berbaum
et al., 1985; Potchen et al., 1979); for example, given
a pulmonary abnormality with a history of fever and

https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/chexnet/

AUCスコア（高い方が良い）

病理

(Stanford大学)

https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/projects/chexnet/
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NIH ChestX-ray14 に関わる実験結果

224 × 224, and normalized based on the mean ([0.485, 0.456, 0.406]) and standard deviation
([0.229, 0.224, 0.225]) of images in the ImageNet training set. Data augmentation is applied as
follows: each image is horizontally flipped and randomly rotated by at most 45�. The stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) optimizer is used with a momentum of 0.9, initial learning rate of
0.01, and weight decay of 10−4. The number of central epochs is set to 15, which is the number
of times passing through all (i.e. 78468) original training images. The learning rate lr in each
central epoch is decreased by the following rule, for 0  ce  14,

lr à lr⇥ Ö0:5bce=2cÜ

where bce=2c is the integer part of ce=2.
Our system with the above distributed trainers produces an AUC score of 0.8397, which is

smaller than that in [3] but larger than those in [13, 70, 71] as reported in Table 4. It should be
noted that our AUC score is based on distributed training while the others are based only on
centralized training. The total running time and ciphertext communication of our system are
approximately 20 hours and 34 GB for 15 central epochs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we design a secure system for distributed learning with the following features:
(1) distributed trainers can detect malicious activities in the server via authenticated encryp-
tion; (2) distributed trainers can perform both vertical and horizontal neural network training.
We conduct experiments with datasets of MRI and X-ray images and obtain promising AUC
scores for our proposed system when training with the datasets.

Author Contributions

Conceptualization: Le Trieu Phong.

Formal analysis: Le Trieu Phong.

Investigation: Le Trieu Phong.

Table 4. Area-under-the-curve (AUC) scores of learning methods on ChestX-ray14.

Wang et al. [13] Yao et al. [70] Zech [71] Our system CheXNet [3]

Atelectasis 0.716 0.772 0.8161 0.8176 0.8094

Cardiomegaly 0.807 0.904 0.9105 0.9143 0.9248

Effusion 0.784 0.859 0.8839 0.8842 0.8638

Infiltration 0.609 0.695 0.7077 0.7098 0.7345

Mass 0.706 0.792 0.8308 0.8494 0.8676

Nodule 0.671 0.717 0.7748 0.7829 0.7802

Pneumonia 0.633 0.713 0.7651 0.7675 0.7680

Pneumothorax 0.806 0.841 0.8739 0.8762 0.8887

Consolidation 0.708 0.788 0.8008 0.8077 0.7901

Edema 0.835 0.882 0.8979 0.8931 0.8878

Emphysema 0.815 0.829 0.9227 0.9340 0.9371

Fibrosis 0.769 0.767 0.8293 0.8258 0.8047

Pleural Thickening 0.708 0.765 0.7860 0.7851 0.8062

Hernia 0.767 0.914 0.9010 0.9087 0.9164

Average 0.7381 0.8027 0.8358 0.8397 0.8414

Securely distributed training? no no no yes no

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0272423.t004

PLOS ONE Secure deep learning for distributed data against malicious central server

PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0272423 August 1, 2022 11 / 15

我々のシステム

元のデータを分け、4 組織を想定

病理

Le Trieu Phong, PLoS ONE 17(8), 2022
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学習の詳細 (NIH ChestX-ray14 データ)

Model (DenseNet-121) 約 700 万個のパラメータ
(ハードディスク 28 MB)

CBC-encrypt-then-mac 0.2 秒
Training on GPU (one epoch) 60 秒
工夫したポイントの一つ：
• 早期に重みパラメータを
共有して精度を向上させる。

Le Trieu Phong, Tran Thi Phuong, Lihua Wang, Seiichi Ozawa: 
Frameworks for Privacy-Preserving Federated Learning. IEICE Trans. Inf. Syst. 107(1): 2-12(2024)
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クレジットカード不正⾏為の検出のデータセット

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud

• ヨーロッパのカード所有者によって行われた取引が含まれている。
• 284,807 件の取引のうち 492 件の不正行為が発生した。 
• ポジティブ クラス (詐欺) は全取引の 0.172% を占める。

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud
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クレジットカードのデータの実験結果

データが多いほど、
True positive rateが1
False positive rateが0
に近づく。

データが多いほど、
Precisionが1
Recall (True Positive Rate)が1
に近づく。

データが多いほ
ど、学習結果が
良くなる！

各学習参加者にある
ニューラルネットワークの構成

Le Trieu Phong, Tran Thi Phuong, Lihua Wang, Seiichi Ozawa: 
Frameworks for Privacy-Preserving Federated Learning. IEICE 
Trans. Inf. Syst. 107(1): 2-12(2024)
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今後の見通し

• 連合学習には利点があるが、学習に伴うすべての課
題（例：データの品質、データの標準化、システム
の運⽤）に対処できるわけではない。

• 連合学習の取り組みと⾮連合学習の取り組みの両⽅
が必要である。

• すべての技術的な疑問がまだ解決されているわけで
はない。これからも、活発な研究開発となるだろう。


